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Abstract

Background: Treatment of wounds in diabetes often gets less than perfect healing. One of the reasons for the difficulty in treating wounds in diabetes is the growth of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. This study aims to determine the pulse voltage and treatment time that can optimally inactivate bacteria, and their effect on wound healing in mice suffering from diabetes.

Methods: The study used electrical stimulation with a direct voltage of 10 volts given a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts, a width of 50 μs, and the number of pulses of 65 per second. The research samples were Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) bacteria that grew on beef and mice (Mus musculus) with diabetes. The treatment for S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria was carried out using a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts for 5-15 min/day and repeated for 3 days. Meanwhile, treatment of mice wounds was carried out with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min/day and repeated for 7 days.

Results: The results showed that treatment with a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts and a treatment time of 5-15 min significantly reduced the number of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria in beef (p<0.05). Treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min made beef free from bacteria. Meanwhile, treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min per day for seven days resulted in the wound state of three mice in the maturation phase and two mice in the proliferation phase on day 8 with an average wound area of 0.108 cm².

Conclusion: The treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min made the beef sterile, the mice wounds healed quickly, and the mice not stressed. The higher the blood glucose level, the slower the wound healing process.
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Introduction

Diabetes is a severe threat to human health globally. In 2019 the number of people with diabetes globally was around 463 millions, and it is estimated that by 2030 it will increase significantly into 578.4 millions. Approximately 15-25% of diabetic patients have a lifetime risk of developing diabetic foot ulcers, 40-80% of whom will become infected so severely that the infection extends to the bone, causing osteomyelitis. One of the causes of difficulty in treating wounds in diabetics is the growth of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria such as Propionibacterium granulosum, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), and Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), among many others. Therefore, efforts need to be made to minimize the occurrence of infection in the wound so that the healing process can occur faster.

Numerous researchers have made observations about the ability of electrical stimulation to influence bacterial activity. It has been reported that electrical stimulation can affect flagellar proteins and cause disruption of flagella, thereby inhibiting bacterial motility. The electric current in microampere can also damage the bacterial cell membrane and allow Propidium iodide to enter the bacteria. Therefore, electrical stimulation can accelerate wound healing in people with diabetes with lower side effects. Besides, it has been reported that electrical stimulation can reduce bacterial infection, increase local perfusion, and promote wound healing. Electrical stimulation is easy and safe to use, reduces infection, and improves local perfusion.

Previous studies have reported that electrical stimulation has a direct antibacterial effect on Gram-positive bacteria, and their effect on wound growth of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria.
and Gram-negative bacteria, but this effect is much lower than that of wound antiseptics. The alternating low-frequency and low-voltage electric currents are likely to induce a significant change in the metabolic activity of the bacteria but not in their viability. This antibacterial activity is only effective on the surface of the electrode because bacteria adhering to the catheter area can still live even when 100 μA direct current is applied.

Previous studies have shown that direct current and alternating current with low voltage has little effect on bacterial growth and wound healing. The low effect of low-voltage electrical stimulation on bacterial growth occurs because the skin and surrounding tissue are resistive and capacitive. As a result, direct current with low voltage applied makes the impedance large, so it is difficult for the electric current to pass through the skin tissue. Therefore, for the inactivation of bacteria and fast wound healing with minimal side effects, this study used electrical stimulation with a direct voltage of 10 volts given a medium voltage pulse. The applied pulse voltage has a narrow pulse width with a long duration to minimize side effects, especially joule heating. Electrical stimulation with medium voltage pulses has never been encountered in previous studies. Electrical stimulation with medium voltage pulses will accelerate the decrease in bacteria, so the wound heals quickly. Nevertheless, the drawback of this healing method is the difficulty of placing electrodes on large and deep wounds.

This present study aims to inactivate S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria that grow on beef and treat wounds in mice suffering from diabetes. The application of electrical stimulation on S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria aims to determine its optimal dose in the bacteria inactivation, while wound care on mice aims to examine the healing effect of such electrical stimulation.

Materials and Methods

Sample preparation

This study used samples of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria that grew on beef with a size of 1x1x1 cm³. The bacterial growth process was carried out by taking pure isolates of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria, and then each isolate was grown in a test tube containing 50 ml of sterile liquid Nutrient Broth (NB) media. The bacteria in the test tube were then incubated for 24 hr at 37°C. Following this, the sterile cut of beef was inserted into the NB medium, which had been overgrown with bacteria and incubated for 5 hr.

This study used a sample of male mice aged between 60 to 65 days. The weight of the mice was between 20-24 g. Initially, alloxan tetrahydrate was injected into mice, resulting in diabetes. Afterwards, ten mice were randomly divided into two groups, five as the control group and five as the treatment group. Seven days after the injection, the mice's blood glucose levels were measured to ensure that the mice had diabetes. The measurement of blood glucose levels was carried out after the mice had been fasting for 18 hr. Seven days after the measurement of the blood glucose levels, mice were injured on the back as deep as 1.3 mm and 2.0 cm long. One day after the injury, the treatment group was given electrical stimulation for 15 min a day, while the control group was not given stimulation. The use of experimental animal samples in this study has received approval from the Ethics Commission of the Faculty of Science and Technology, State Islamic University of Malang, Number 02/KEP.FST/PP.02/09/2019.

Electrical stimulation

The electrical stimulation device used is Electronic Pulse Massager Physiotherapy, model JR-309A manufactured by: Shenzhen Shunkanglai Technology Co., Ltd, with electrode shape adjustment. The electrode is made of aluminum. The pulse voltage for stimulation uses a combination of positive and negative polarization in the RUB mode. The application of electrical stimulation to samples of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria growing on beef was carried out with a direct voltage of 10 volts given a pulse voltage of 50, 60, 70, and 80 volts, a width of 50 μs and the number of pulses per second of 65 pulses. Electrical stimulation was given for 5, 10, and 15 min/day for three days.

Similarly, electrical stimulation was performed on the back of the injured mice. The position of the two electrodes was right on the outside of the wound. Electrical stimulation was given a day after the mice's back was injured. Stimulation was given for 15 min/day for seven days in the treatment group, while the control group was not given stimulation. The stimulation was carried out with a direct voltage of 10 volts given a pulse voltage of 80 volts.

Bacteria counting

Shortly after the electrical stimulation, the beef slices were removed with sterile tweezers, and then rinsed three times with clean, purified water so that the planktonic cells were released. The beef slices were then put in 10 ml of 0.9% NaCl in a test tube. Following this, 0.5 grams of glass beads were added and then vibrated for 2 min to release the bacterial cells. Further dilution was carried out by taking 1.0 ml of culture and putting it in a bottle containing 9.0 ml of sterile distilled water. The dilution was repeated 2-3 times according to the calculation requirements. After dilution, 1.0 ml of culture was taken and scratched on a petri dish that had been given liquid Plate Count Agar (PCA) media, and then incubated for 24 hr at a temperature of 37°C. Afterwards, the count of bacteria was carried out using a Colony Counter.

Measurement and analysis

Wound conditions were observed and photographed on days 2, 5, and 8 after the mice were injured. Observations were carried out to determine the healing...
phase, which in its implementation was assisted by experts. Observations also aimed to measure the length and width of the wound. The photo of the wound was taken using a camera with a resolution of 20 megapixels. In addition, statistical analysis to determine differences in the number of bacteria in beef samples was carried out using One Way Anova and Post Hoc analysis using Tukey's test. Verification of the results of the calculation of the wound area of mice was carried out using an Image Processing Program.

**Results**

*S. aureus bacteria*

*S. aureus* is a Gram-positive bacterium, with a diameter of 0.5-1.5 µm. *S. aureus* is pathogenic and is known to be resistant to antibiotics. As a sample, bacteria were grown on beef so that the conductivity of the growth medium was low. Based on the results of the study, the provision of electrical stimulation changed the number of bacterial colonies. Figure 1 shows a reduction in the number of *S. aureus* bacteria colonies present in beef. Moreover, different pulse voltages caused a significant difference (p≤0.05) in reducing the number of bacteria. Initially, the number of bacteria in the untreated beef was (177.6±30.1)×10^3 CFU/ml, but after being treated with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 5, 10, and 15 min it became (45±10.44)×10^3 CFU/ml, (11±3.00)×10^3 CFU/ml and 0.00 CFU/ml, respectively. The difference in treatment time also caused a significant difference in the number of bacteria, as shown in Figure 1A. The longer the treatment was given, the fewer the number of bacteria was present. It has also been previously reported that inactivation increases with increasing treatment time and electric current intensity. Gusmão *et al* in their study reported that the inactivation of *Escherichia coli* (E. coli) and *S. aureus* increased along with time and current intensity. Meanwhile, giving treatment with electrical stimulation periodically for 15 min a day did not show any significant difference in the number of bacteria on the first, second, and third day, as shown in Figure 1B. This condition occurred because the remaining bacteria divided, so their number increased. Meanwhile, different conditions occurred in treatment using a pulse voltage of 80 volts where the number of bacteria on the first day of treatment was equal to zero, so there was no division.

**P. aeruginosa bacteria**

*P. aeruginosa* is anaerobic, rod-shaped Gram-negative bacterium. *P. aeruginosa* is resistant to a wide variety of antimicrobial agents and the expression of various molecular epidemiologies to various well-established antibiotic classes. Electrical stimulation with a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts has been shown to reduce the number of bacterial colonies in beef. Figure 2A shows that treatment with a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts made the number of bacteria significantly reduce (p≤0.05). Specifically, the number of bacterial colonies in untreated beef was (204.33±16.25)×10^3 CFU/ml, while the number of bacterial colonies treated with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 5, 10, and 15 min became (9±2.6)×10^3 CFU/ml, (3±1.7)×10^3 CFU/ml, and zero, respectively. Besides, the length of treatment also affected the number of bacteria. The longer the treatment was given, the fewer the number of bacteria was present in beef. Thus, regular treatment every day was proven to be able to inhibit and reduce the number of bacteria in beef. Specifically, treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min a day was proven to be able to make beef free from bacteria, as shown in Figure 2B.

**Treatment of wounds**

The samples were male mice which were aged between 60 to 65 days, had an average body weight of
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Figure 1. The effect of electrical stimulation pulse voltage on the number of *S. aureus* bacteria growing on beef, where the number of bacteria decreased significantly with increasing pulse voltage with p≤0.05. A) Graph of the number of bacterial colonies due to electrical stimulation for 5, 10, and 15 min, where the number of bacterial colonies became zero in the treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min. B) Graph of the number of bacterial colonies on the first, second, and third day, where the treatment with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min made the number of bacterial colonies zero from the first day to the third day.
22.2 g, and had fasting blood glucose levels before and after treatment of 159-264 mg/dL and 141-211 mg/dL, respectively. Mice were injured on the back with a length of 2.0 cm and a depth of 1.3 mm. Afterwards, wound treatment was performed using an electric stimulator with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min a day. Treatment with electrical stimulation was carried out for seven days, starting from the second to the eighth day after injury to the mice's back. Stimulation was done by attaching the electrodes to the outer area of the wound, bordering the wound.

Table 1 shows the condition of the mice's wounds on days 2, 5, and 8 post-injury. On the second day after injury, both the control group and the treatment group experienced inflammation of the wound with a wound area of more than 0.6 cm². On the fifth day, the wound conditions of the control and treatment groups were still in the proliferation phase, with a smaller wound area in the treatment group. After eight days, the wound conditions of the control group were all at the proliferation phase, while the treatment group was three animals at the maturation phase and two animals at the proliferation phase. Meanwhile, the average wound area for the control group was 0.58 cm², while the treatment group was 0.108 cm². After eight days, the wound area of the treatment group sample number 4 was 0.36 cm² due to the high blood glucose level of mice, which was 264 mg/dL. Identical conditions also occurred in the control group sample number 5, which had a wound area of 1.5 cm² because the blood glucose level was 236 mg/dL. High blood glucose levels cause loss of glycocalyx in the endothelium and accelerate the recruitment of leukocytes, creating a pro-inflammatory environment 23. In addition, blood glucose levels of more than 200 mg/dL are sufficient to cause leukocyte dysfunction 24.

Discussion

Electrical stimulation using medium voltage pulses (50-80 volts) for 5-15 min significantly decreased the number of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa bacteria growing on beef. Even stimulation with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min made beef free from bacteria. Furthermore, electrical stimulation was carried out using a voltage of 10 volts with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min every day on the wounds of mice suffering from diabetes. The results showed that on the eighth day, the wound conditions of three mice were in the maturation phase, and two mice were in the proliferative phase. Different conditions occurred in mice that were not given electrical stimulation where the wounds of 5 mice were still in the proliferation phase. Therefore, electrical stimulation with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min a day could accelerate wound healing in mice suffering from diabetes.

Similar results have been reported in previous studies. One study suggested that electrical stimulation with a voltage of 220 volts significantly reduced the number of bacteria in chickens and ducks 25. Another study reported that treatment for 4 hr on bacteria with an electric current of 4 µA, 40 µA, and 400 µA and a voltage of 3 volts could reduce the growth rate of bacteria up to 5 times 26, electrical stimulation for 24 hr with an electric current of 20 mA could inhibit the growth of E. coli bacteria in soybean broth 27, and treatment using an electric current of 75 mA/cm² and a voltage of 5.6 volts for 60 min could reduce the survival rate of E. coli in water by 85% 28. In addition, using electrical stimulation with medium voltage pulses of 50-80 volts has been shown to reduce the number of bacteria faster than using low voltages. This condition occurs because the cell is surrounded by an insulating cell membrane, while the cytosol and ex-
Table 1. Weight and blood glucose levels of mice and the healing phase and wound area (A) of mice, both control and treatment on days 2, 5, and 8 after injury

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Weight (gr)</th>
<th>Blood glucose level (mg/dL)</th>
<th>The condition of the mice’s wounds on days 2, 5, and 8 after injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment group</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tracellular fluid are electrolytes, the electrolyte behaves like a resistor, while the membrane forms a capacitive element. The low-voltage direct current passing through the beef makes the impedance of the beef huge, making it difficult to pass through it. Therefore, direct current electrical stimulation with low voltage takes a long time to reduce bacteria significantly, while at the medium voltage, it is faster.

The decrease in the number of bacteria due to electrical stimulation may occur due to mechanical, thermal or chemical effects, or a combination of these three factors. Stratford revealed that electrical stimulation could cause hyperpolarization in E. coli bacterial cells and open K⁺ channels in the cell membrane. Meanwhile, Krishnamurthi demonstrated that microampere currents cause membrane damage significant enough to allow molecules to enter the bacterial cell. The cell membrane is a viscoelastic fluid, so the membrane can rupture due to electrical pressure. The thermal effect occurs because an electric current flows through the resistor, causing joules of heating. However, the stimulation uses a pulse voltage with a narrow pulse and long duration; the heating effect is very low. Meanwhile, the chemical effect occurs because the mechanism of electric current activity can disrupt the integrity of the bacterial membrane or molecular electrolysis on the cell surface.

Regarding electrical stimulation for wound healing, Thakral revealed that electrical stimulation is known to accelerate wound healing and improve skin perfusion. Electrical stimulation can also inhibit the growth of possible pathogens, accelerate the recovery of damaged nerve tissue, increase the concentration of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) in the skin, increase DNA synthesis, attract epithelial cells and fibroblasts to the wound site, reduce edema, and increase blood flow. This study also showed that electrical stimulation with a pulse voltage of 80 volts and a treatment time of 15 min per day did not stress mice, making it possible to apply it as a wound therapy tool in humans. Figure 3 shows the wound conditions of control and treatment mice on days 2, 5, and 8 after injury. Figures 3A and 3B are the wound conditions of control mice, where on the eighth day, both were still in the proliferative phase. Figures 3C and 3D are the wound conditions of mice that were treated using electrical stimulation with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min a day. The eighth day showed that the wounds in the treated mice were narrower than those not treated.

Wound healing with electrical stimulation was carried out directly at the wound position without affecting other organs so that the side effects caused were lower. Electrical stimulation can inhibit the growth of bacteria, thereby reducing the risk of infection in the...
wound even though the injury is in an open condition without a wound dressing. Therefore, the effect of peeling the wound due to the opening of the dressing can be avoided. Economically, wound therapy with electrical stimulation is cheaper because the cost of procuring equipment is cheap, easy to obtain, and can be used repeatedly.

**Conclusion**

The results showed that electrical stimulation with a pulse voltage of 50-80 volts significantly reduced the number of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria growing on beef. The pulse voltage and treatment time also influenced the magnitude of the decrease in bacteria. Specifically, stimulation with a pulse voltage of 80 volts for 15 min could keep beef free from bacteria. Likewise, treating wounds in mice with diabetes using electrical stimulation could accelerate the healing process. The results also showed that higher blood glucose levels in mice required a longer healing process. Electrical stimulation of long and wide wounds requires electrode adjustment so that the placement of the electrodes does not interfere with the wound. It is necessary to understand the micro conditions of the wound healing process with electrical stimulation. Therefore, histological observation is required.
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Figure 3. Wound condition of mice on days 2, 5, and 8 after being injured. Taking pictures using a camera with a resolution of 20 Megapixel. A) Wound condition of control mice that had blood glucose levels measured before treatment was 159 mg/dL and after treatment 172 mg/dL, where the wound area on day 8 was 0.32 cm². B) Wound condition of control mice that had blood glucose levels measured before treatment was 177 mg/dL and after treatment 198 mg/dL, where the wound area on day 8 was 0.60 cm². C) The condition of the mice's wounds that were given electrical stimulation and had blood glucose levels measured before treatment was 187 mg/dL and after treatment 177 mg/dL, where the wound area on day 8 was 0.04 cm². D) The wound condition of mice that were given electrical stimulation and had glucose levels measured before treatment was 197 mg/dL and after treatment 172 mg/dL, where the wound area on day 8 was 0.10 cm².


